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A ‘Think-and-Do Tank’

• Conduct communication research in service of solutions 
•  

• Identify opportunities to enhance public engagement   
•  

• Activate trusted voices   
•  

• Train leaders in the science of climate communication

For more info: Maibach, E., Roser-Renouf, C., Myers, T., Kotcher, J., & Reed, D. (2024). The “Think-and-do Tank” Model: 
Action-oriented Climate Communication Research. Environmental Communication, 0(0), 1–8. 
https://doi.org/10.1080/17524032.2024.2304571



Health professionals are trusted sources of information about global warming







Other messages included information about: 
• Neurological harm to older adults
• Specific toxic chemicals in air pollution
• Other health harms like asthma, cancer, and heart disease

Source: Kotcher et al. (2019) BMC Public 
Health

Reading info about the health risks of air pollution from fossil 
fuels increases support for a transition to clean energy.

People are especially concerned by info about how 
air pollution causes neurological harm to children.

This was true among both Republicans and 
Democrats.



• Air pollution
• Extreme heat
• Extreme weather
• Vector-borne illness
• Water-borne illness 
• Food-borne illness
• Hunger and malnutrition
• Mental health harms 

Reading brief statements about the eight 
health-harming pathways of climate change…

…and who is most likely to be harmed…
• Babies, children, pregnant women
• Seniors, people with certain chronic illnesses
• People in low-income & communities of color
• Outdoor workers

Report source: Medical Society Consortium on Climate & Health (2017)Message test source: Kotcher et al. (2018) GeoHealth

…increases people’s cognitive and affective engagement with the issue, 
especially political moderates and moderate conservatives.



Five policy solution pathways that protect our climate and 
our health:

#1: Use clean, renewable energy and reduce energy waste
#2: Favor climate-smart foods, farms, and food systems 
#3: Support clean and active transportation options
#4: Improve our buildings and homes
#5: Improve our community environments

The climate benefits of these policies take years to accrue, 
in small measures worldwide.

The health benefits accrue almost immediately and 
primarily locally in the communities that take the actions. 

Source: Medical Society Consortium on Climate & Health (2022)



The most effective climate/health narrative:

1. Shows the health impacts
Top three: air pollution; food-borne diseases; extreme weather

2. Identifies policy solutions
Top two: clean energy; and improved community design

3. Affirms helpful social norms
"Most (people) agree that we want healthy communities and a healthy climate, 
[and many of us/but not enough of us] are taking action”

All three types of information increase engagement, but solutions 
information has the most impact. 

This is equally true for Republicans as for Democrats.

Source: Kotcher et al. (2021) Journal of Climate Change and Health



Calling out opponents to climate action 
further strengthens the climate/health narrative 

Which opponents?
Fossil fuel CEOs and their lobbyists

Some politicians

Fossil fuel CEOs and their lobbyists, and the politicians who are in their pockets*

What it accomplishes, and with whom?
It significantly strengthens policy support and the intention to advocate 

It is most effective with Republicans and Independents, thus providing further 
evidence of the depolarizing effect of the climate/health narrative

Source: Kotcher et al. (2023) The Lancet Planetary Health* Most effective treatment 
condition



Health professionals have a unique opportunity 
in that the climate/health narrative: 

Makes the problem personal

Brings the benefits of solutions into the present, 
and into our communities

Calls out the opposition

Depolarizes the issue



To receive our research:

@Mason4C



Applying These Insights 
To Our Messages



Best Practices

● Tie your messages to what people know and have experienced

● Layout a positive vision for the future

● Explicitly name the health-climate connection with an example — and then quickly pivot to solutions

● Help people understand why some people are impacted more than others

● Name that our opposition (don’t leave “empty space”)

● Name that fossil fuel pollution is the enemy of our health and our climate (in that order)



Shared Aspiration Message

We all want to live in safe, healthy and stable communities.

As a health professional, I want to make sure that my patients, friends, family and 
neighbors are healthy and thriving. We all need clean air and water and we can 
achieve that by moving quickly toward cleaner, more reliable and affordable energy and 
moving as quickly as possible to stop using polluting fossil fuels.



Challenge Message

Fossil fuel pollution and climate change harm the health of our 
people.

We’re seeing more and more threats to our health because of fossil fuel pollution and the climate 
change it’s causing. We’re seeing more smog and pollution, more wildfires and smoke traveling 
hundreds of miles, worsening storms and heat waves, longer pollen seasons and more 
contaminated flood waters. These occurrences lead to more lung and heart disease, harm the 
brain development of children, force people from their homes and cause early deaths.

These harms are felt the most by babies and children, pregnant individuals, older adults, those with 
health conditions, people with lower incomes and communities of color. The fossil fuel industry is 
putting profits ahead of health and spending millions to make false claims that they are part of the 
solution.



Solution Message

We can act to improve the health of people and the climate together 
and we can counter Big Oil’s deception by demanding real solutions.
If we act now, we can make our communities and families healthier and safer, have cleaner air and 
water and build a clean energy future. Millions of people like us are working to make that happen 
by contacting their mayors, governors and members of Congress to demand real action on air 
pollution and climate change. We need leaders who will take real action, like pushing for a rapid 
transition to clean energy.

We can beat the fossil fuel CEOs and lobbyists, and the politicians who are in their pockets, 
whose lies and misinformation stand in the way of our efforts to build a better future by cleaning 
up our energy, air and water.



Hope Message

We know rapidly adopting these solutions is possible because there 
is widespread and growing support, and we see action already 

happening.
People across the U.S. overwhelmingly support climate action that reduces fossil fuel pollution, 
improves our health and gives us cleaner air and water. Public support for climate action has 
grown rapidly over the past several years and Congress passed the most significant piece of 
climate legislation in history, the Inflation Reduction Act. Electric vehicle sales have increased 
dramatically and renewable energy sources are now cheaper and producing more of our electricity 
than ever before. We can build on this momentum.



A Deeper Dive: Supporting Messages

We have additional messages to help you 
go deeper on:
● Challenge

● Naming the inequitable impacts on different 
groups 
of people, including racial inequities

● Solutions

● Hope



The Big Story:  A Sample Narrative

“We all want to live in safe, healthy, stable communities, but as a [doctor/nurse/
etc.], I know that fossil fuel pollution is harming our health and causing climate
change. That threatens our communities and our health. We are seeing more
smog and air pollution, stronger storms and hotter days. Fortunately, we’ve also
seen that a clean energy future, with cleaner air and water and healthier people,
is possible. There is widespread and growing support for this transition, and we’ve
seen communities all around the country making it a reality. However, Big Oil
companies and their lobbyists are undermining progress by deceiving the public.
We need to act together to overcome the campaigns and misinformation of Big
Oil companies if we want to improve the health of people and the climate.”



Keeping the Audience With You

We all want to live in safe, healthy, stable communities,…   WE HAVE SHARED 
VALUES ...but as a [doctor/nurse/etc.], I know that fossil fuel pollution is harming our 
health and causing climate change.  We are seeing more smog and air pollution, 
stronger storms and hotter days.  WE HAVE SHARED CONCERNS.  Fortunately, 
we’ve also seen that a clean energy future, with cleaner air and water and healthier 
people,is possible. THERE’S REAL HOPE.  There is widespread and growing support 
for this transition, and we’ve seen communities all around the country making it a 
reality.  MANY SHARE OUR VALUES AND VIEWS..  



Keeping the Audience With You

However, Big Oil companies and their lobbyists are undermining progress by deceiving 
the public.  WE HAVE A POWERFUL VILLAIN TO OVERCOME.  We need to act 
together to overcome the campaigns and misinformation of Big
Oil companies if we want to improve the health of people and the climate.”  WE CAN 
PREVAIL. 



A Case Study: 
Healthy Climate Wisconsin



Fossil Free Health 
Messaging
in Action



Value Statement

Solutions

Villain

Action Alert



The Response?

Spoiler Alert: We had to 

create an ebook to 

celebrate it all!



• Our health professionals submitted over 360 comments and testified before the EPA to provide health 
expertise. Several of those action-takers became new members.  

• Members met with medical societies and nonprofits to grow support and encourage their sign-on. 
⚬ Several medical and health organizations joined our letters, including the Wisconsin Chapter of the American Academy of 

Pediatrics, the Wisconsin Medical Society, the Cream City Medical Society, MEDiC Clinics, the Wisconsin Chapter of the 
American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, UW-Madison Medical Students for a Sustainable Future, Wisconsin 
Asthma Coalition, Physicians for Social Responsibility, and more. 

As someone who 
lives with asthma... 
My very health and 
survival depend on 

the EPA caring 
enough to put 

strong safeguards 
in place. 

As a pulmonologist I see the impact of 
particulate matter pollution every day. 
My patients with chronic lung disease 

have immediate and direct impacts on 
their health whenever particulate matter 
levels are high. There is only so much an 

individual can do about the air they 
breathe when they walk out their door.

Air pollution is literally killing my 

patients. Do something.

• Health professionals emailed us asking to do more. 
⚬ Op-eds, speaking roles, and press conferences.



Our health professionals were featured in 36 articles and wrote 4 opinion editorials and 2 letters to 
the editor. We were interviewed on radio programs across the state and were featured on 5 TV 

stations in Milwaukee, 3 TV stations in Madison, and 5 TV stations in La Crosse. 



Health Impacts

Solutions

Villain

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iMpHNwttUJc


Value Statements

Climate Impacts

Solutions

Villain

Action Alert



The Response?

“Please share that the healthcare professionals got 

the most interest from neighbors and citizens.”

Gunalcheésh,

City Councilor Jenny Van Sickle



Consistently connect fossil fuels & health

• Try switching ‘climate’ with fossil fuels, especially if climate is already extensively covered in an 

article or graphic.

• Talk about the direct health impacts of air and water pollution from fossil fuels early and often. 



Talk about who profits while frontline communities suffer health impacts



180 

comments in 

2 weeks

Once connected, it’s natural to talk about stopping fossil 
fuel build-outs, the villains, and harmful projects



More & 
stronger 

relationships 
with frontline 

groups

Lessons learned

Makes 
solutions & 
messages 
immediate 
and local

Doesn’t leave the 
door open for 

others to decide the 
cause / or reason 
for policy delay

Attracts new 
members

To date, we have received no negative feedback. 



Questions?



Fossil Free for Health
We Will Survive



We’re tired of seein our 
patients and community



Get sick from all the pollution 
that you make them breathe



You told us lies 
You can’t deny 
you did us wrong 



But now we’re strong 
And fossil fuels 
must now be gone



We must act fast 
to save our lives



We’ve got to kick those fossil 
fuels to keep the world at 1.5



Tell the truth bout fossil fuels 
Make polluters pay their share



No more drilling no more  flaring  
You know we all need clean air



It’s time to go 
Time to phase out



Fossil free for health 
It’s in our reach    We 
have no doubt 



Weren’t you the ones who lied? 
The science you denied



We’re health professionals 
and your harms we will defy



We’re speaking out 
so we survive



Stop burning oil and gas and coal
to save eight million of our lives 



We can all go fossil free 
We can mend inequities 



And we will thrive 
We will survive  
Hey hey 



Fossil Free for Health



Fossil Free for Health



Fossil Free for Health



fossilfree4health.org



We’re gonna fight permits 
for LNG exports



Your CCS and new pipelines 
and plastic plants we’ll thwart



End oil tax breaks  
Build resilience 
in hard hit communities 



We will save lives 
Yes fossil free        
we will survive



We’re on the move
With our allies



For our children’s health 
and future we will organize



We will phase out fossil fuels in 
trucks and homes and energy



A just transition’s on the way
From fossil fuels we will be free 



It’s time to go 
Time to phase out



Fossil free for health 
It’s in our reach    We 
have no doubt 



Weren’t you the ones who lied? 
The science you denied



We’re health professionals 
and your harms we will defy



We’re speaking out 
so we survive



Stop burning oil and gas and coal 
to save eight million of our lives 



We can all go fossil free 
We can mend inequities 



And we will thrive 
We will survive



Oh….



It’s time to go 
Time to phase out



Fossil free for health 
It’s in our reach    We 
have no doubt 



Weren’t you the ones who lied? 
The science you denied



We’re health professionals 
and your harms we will defy



We’re speaking out 
so we survive



Stop burning oil and gas and coal 
to save eight million of our lives 



We can all go fossil free 
We can mend inequities 



And we will thrive 
We will survive  
Hey hey



Fossil Free for Health
We Will Survive

Vocals:    Macy Parker
Lyrics:      Linda Rudolph
Music:     Gloria Gaynor
                     Kalowkey 

fossilfree4health.org


